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• K.Q.Khan, “Soft Skills: The Hard Climb to the Top” at NCGIEE, by OPJIT, Raigarh in Oct ‘11
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• V. Goswami and P. K. Swain: Performance Analysis of Call Admission Control for Multi-service Wireless Cellular Networks,


- Dash M.R, Dash P R & **Pattanayak P.S.** “Clustering Internet Banking Customer using Data mining”, AICTE National Seminar on Modern Trends in Data Engg. & Data storage”, Organised by Srusti Academy of Management, May- 1st -2010, Bhubaneswar, INDIA


- **K.Q.Khan**, “Who’ll teach the teachers: The Fall of MCA in Odisha” at the NCTE, by OPJIT, Raigarh in Oct ’10
